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Tiendas oficialesSolo tiendas oficiales(28)CategoríasLibros(102)Comics e Historietas(2)Revistas(1)Otros(11)Costo de envíoGratis(48)Tiem po de entregaLlegan hoy(41)Llegan en menos de 24 hs(45)PagoSin interés(1)CondiciónNuevo(88)Usado(28)UbicaciónCapital Federal(79)Bs.As. G.B.A. Norte(30)Bs.As. G.B.A.
Sur(20)Bs.As. G.B.A. Oeste(3)Santa Fe(3)Buenos Aires Interior(2)PrecioHasta $950(43)$950 a $2.50 0(36)Más de $2,500(48)Género del libroViajes y turismo(5)Literatura y ficción(4)Recreación, hobbies y oficios(1)Ciencias naturales y médicas(1)Arte(1)Tipo de
narraciónNovela(23)Manual(10)Cuento(2)SubgénerosTurismo(33)Drama(1)Detalles de la publicaciónMejores vendedores(89)El envío gratis está sujeto al peso , precio y la distancia del envío. Stuart Butler surfed the beaches of south-west France for summer until one day he discovered he was so addicted to water that
he couldn't leave it, and continued there. His trips to Lonely Planet and various international surf magazines have taken him all over Indonesia and more, from Yemeni beaches to the coastal jungles of congo. The results of your travels and photos often appear in international surf media. For a few © has been writing
guides for Lonely Planet from different destinations. Trent Holden, who is based in Geelong, very close to Melbourne, has been working for Lonely Planet since 2005. He contributed to more than 30 guides, from Australia and countries from Asia and Africa. It is attracted to big cities, so it is in its element when it is
available to visit the capitals of the countries (while more chaotic, better); he likes to discover interesting bars, art, good street food and underground culture. He also © guides to idyllic tropical islands in Asia; You're not on safari in African national parks back then. In addition to travelling, he works as a freelance editor
and graphic artist and spends everything he has on concerts. His Twitter is ManHolden.Hugh McNaughtan, a former university professor of English©s, has turned scholarship applications into visa applications, and turned his passion for travel at work. As he wrote restaurants in his native Melbourne, he opened up about
the slopes of the Alps and Jura. Nothing makes him happier than being on the road with his two daughters, except maybe he's in a cricket field. He regularly works with Lonely Planet.La an obsession with Adam Skolnick's travels while working as an environmental activist in the mid© 1990s. Today he is a renowned
journalist and editor who writes about travel, culture, human rights, sport and the environment for Among them The New York Times, Playboy, Outside, BBC.com, Wired, ESPN.com or Men's ™s Health, and has participated in more than 35 Lonely Planet guides. He is passionate about swimming on the high seas and
diving and the author of The One Breath: Freediving, Death and the Quest to Shatter Human Limits in Indolirium, which has been hit by crime. He lives in Malibu, California. Instagram: @adamskolnickIain Stewart first travelled a lot when he was a student who hitchhid europe, then a few short trips to Turkey, Israel and
Egypt. Then, in the early 1990s©deveina spent more than two years± travelling around the world, including a season in Tokyo, where he © English. He then decided to study journalism without money or career on his return to the UK, before working as a journalist and gastronominic crime in London. In 1997, he began
writing travel guides. Since then he has collaborated with six publishers (including Lonely Planet, Rough Guides and DK Eyewitness) and has signed more than thirty works, with destinations that are different than Ibiza or Cambodia. Among other things, he worked in lonely planet mexico, Indonesia, Croatia, Vietnam, Bali
&amp; Lombok and Southeast Asia on Shoestring. He also © for The Independent, Observer, Daily Telegraph and Wanderlust newspapers and on his Twitter account: @iaintravel. Iain is willing to work wherever there are palm trees, beaches or beer venues. After 18 years±os settled in south London, in 2003 he decided
to move a little further south, to Brighton, by the sea, where he still is. Day toursMulti-day adventures7 min read • Published 18 Feb 2020Indonesia is set to build a new capital city from nuce. Experts ask what a city suitable for the future would look.8 min read • Published 1 Jan 2020What brings you to the Gili Islands?
Would you like to have fun and come back with a diving permit? Or are you desperate to run away from the crowd? Or... 7 mins read • Published 12 Dec 2019Od navigation crowds to monkey-savvy, these are our top 16 essential tips for travelling to Bali.6 min read • Published 18 Sep 2019Z pink-sand beaches, World-
class diving and welcoming villages, East Nusa Tenggara is an ideal destination for an Indonesian holiday, but not crowded.4 min read • Published 20 Aug 2019Stand up rowing (SUP) has become a fun i popular razonoda. Here are our favorite places in the world to go stand up paddles to board. Day toursMulti-day
adventures7 min read • Published 12 Dec 2019Od navigation crowds to be monkey-savvy, these are our top 16 essential tips for travelling to Bali.5 min read • Published 17 Sep 2019 toddler travel military-style design. Choosing the right destination is key to ensuring that you have a journey that works for your whole
family.6 min read • Published 28 Jul 2019Compadication can often be the most part of an expensive holiday, so safe travelers are always on the hunt for cost-effective solutions. Home change is... 8 min read • Published 3 Jul 2019Stephanie Yeboah shares her travel experience as a black, Plus-size wife i gives personal
advice on how to stay informed pre trip.5 min read • Published 23 Jun 2019U last thirtys Mr Rosita Boland has surrounded some of the world's most exuding parts of the world, downloading a little vie from the exhilarated rucaka i dnevnika... The figures are astonishing: more than 17,000 islands, 8,000 uninhabited islands,
where more than 300 languages are spoken. A seductive country offering thousands of adventures. Wealth in diversity The fourth most populated country in the world... The figures are astonishing: more than 17,000 islands, 8,000 uninhabited islands, where more than 300 languages are spoken. A seductive country
offering thousands of adventures. Wealth in diversity The fourth most populous country in the world – 255 million and growing – is a towel kaleidoscope that runs 5,000 km above the equator. From the western tip of Sumatra to the eastern tip of Papua, this nation defied homogenization. There are so many cultures,



people, animals, customs, plants, landscapes, crafts and meals that look like 100 countries in one. The different villages are very different, as they have come from different continents, and each island is a unique mix of their men, women and children. Over time, rich and deep cultures have evolved, from the mysteries of
balinese spirituals to a system of non-western beliefs from the amats of Papua.Beaches and volcanoes The odysity through Indonesia is to enjoy an impressive landscape as diverse as those who live in it. The wild coast of Sulawesi Island offers white sandy beaches and treasures for divers, and Sumatra is stranded by a
legion of nearly 100 volcanoes bordered in the distance, many of which are still active. It's a wonderful show From breathtaking to the views. Here's the sublime: an orangutan that's lazy in a tree. Artwork: a Balinese dancer who works such precise movements that a robot would look like a rag doll. Idyllic: an abandoned
strip of white sand, against which the celestial faultbreakers are blished. Which is surprising: Sunday in a crowd at a shopping mall in Jakarta. Interesting: stories too stunning to be fiction, about the history of the wonderful Gang Islands. Fearful: the evil pre-ore of the Komodo dragon. Humble: A woman gathered under
the weight of fire in Sumatra. Tasty: restaurant in the South Shocking: A funeral ceremony in Tana Toraja. The Solemn: The Serene Majesty of Borobudur.Great AdventuresSentry Country offers the latest great adventures on Earth. Sit at the door of the train crossing the Yavo, enjoy the passage of time on the ferry to
Kalimantan, drive in a cave in Flores, discover the mysterious and ancient village in West Timor, or cross a nature that no one has ever seen before: enjoy exploring the endless diversity of Indonesia's 17,000 islands. Why I like Indonesia's Ryan Ver Berkmoes , an authoriba driving east of the port town of Ende, on the
beautiful island of Flores, when, as he took a turn, a breathtaking view of the volcano occupied the entire windshield. It was conical, with lava tongues falling down and a steam spindle, somewhat menacing, coming out of the crater. I said, Day three! And so there is life in Indonesia, where natural beauty is as diverse as
the people who find its islands. You can enjoy and have fun in cosmopolitan Bali and get lost the next day on the incredible Gang Islands. Cities and regions barrios essential Komodo National Park Virtual route to the islands of Komodo. The 1,817 km2 Komodo National Park, the most famous park in the country, has
several islands and some of the richest waters in the country, with giant islands... Enjoying this show is almost an obligation when visiting indonesia's quintessential holiday island. Evokative sounds, elaborate costumes, pedicured choreography and even... This temple is a shocking and moving epitaph of Buddhist
heyday in the ninth century, and must be seen in Indonesia. It is one of the most important Buddhist destinations in... A traveler out of stamina, Jakarta puts the campaign on: it's best kept the festive mystery of Southeast Asia. Yes, Indonesia is an eminent Muslim country and traditions weigh, but in Jakarta... Tanjung
Puting National ParkFamous park south of Kalimantan, where you not only come into very direct contact with Asia's largest a monkey, an orangutan, but you can also cross the jungle aboard the house... These remote islands, which cannot yet be discovered, facing the northwestern part of Papua, are every diver's
dream. Raja Ampat is home to the largest marine diversity on the planet, from giant icing to... Rich and intoxicated cocktail of history, culture and wild natural beauty, in this remote archipelago, covered in jungle and spices, surrounded by white sand and surrounded by celestial waters and... 90 km from the north coast of
Central Jave is located one of the most remote and wild archipelagos of eastern Indonesia, which can be reached by ferry or plane from Semarang Surabaya.In on Sungai Kapuas, Indonesia's most poaked river, is all a traveler needs for a genuine jungle adventure: entering the past in Indonesia's oldest communal
house. One of Indonesia's great pleasures is to get on a boat on a nanore bali and reach one of the irresistible Gili Islands. Sugar-white sand, turquoise water like a raft... The artistic heart of Bali has a spiritual and attractive allure, from the street to the side of the galleries, where artists, modest and fantastic at the same
time, are dedicated to creation. Every night it's... The tour of this Papua valley leads to the world of Dani, a mountain village with a culture that is proudly preserved despite the changes imposed by indonesian authorities and missionaries. You must imagine those gardens where hundreds of species thrive on small and
beautiful ornamental plots; change plants into multicolored corals, from jet black to white or purple more... Life revolves around death in this rural area of Sulawesi. Tane Torajan's funeral ceremonies last for days and include animal sacrifice among the highest classes. Holidays... The beautiful and remote Togian, almost
above the equator, offers clean views of the tropics, with white sandy beaches surrounded by coconut trees, some fishing villages and a dive... The countless volcanoes in the country are not much smaller and fuller than Gunung Api, the miniature Mount Fuji that protects the natural shed of the Banda Islands. His crater,
some modest... Gunung LeuserTo National Park This large part of the misty rainforest, which stretches across the mountains and valleys of northern Sumatra, is full of wild animals peeing, sizzling and directing. It is every naturalist's dream and eating in Indonesia is to taste the essence of the country. The abundance of
rice is a reflection of his fertile lands, spices resemble the time of trade and invasion, and in chilli it is a soustering... It's worth deviating from bukittinggi towards this valley west of Sumatra. Its attractiveness lies in numerous lakes and waterfalls, lush and photogenic rice enclosures and... Although this corner south of Bali,
and its neighbors Seminyak and Canggu, are a little further north of the famous Kuta, in many ways the trio look like another island: surprising, prediden and full... ItinerariesToconvencial and sublime combine in the tourist heart of Indonesia. You start in Bali, acclimatize to seminyak resorts, nightclubs and shops. It's time
to recharge the batteries in the sun and... Indonesia's most populous island blends the country's future, past and natural beauty. The journey begins in Jakarta, where it's time to get into the dizzying smells, sounds, images and people... It's unexeual and you have to hurry to thousands of natural attractions before the visa
expires. You start with Medan, very well connected, and then you move to Bukit... Lombok is known among travelers and Flores is the new favorite, but the island province of Nusa Tenggara still holds many surprises. Traveling east of Lombok to admire the coast and... This is the way through the most exotic and
beautiful territory of Indonesia. This can be done within 30 days by selecting flights of the head; If not, there's a chance you'll take the time to squeeze... A route to explore Indonesia's two largest concentration islands away from tourism. Start at Makasar, where you can enjoy large seafood. Don't go there, eat,...
Mysterious rivers are avenues to discover Kalimantan's incredible biological diversity, including orangutans. The simple Pangkalan Bun is the starting point for exploring... Map
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